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As the primary season drags on and the pres-
idential campaign reality show embarrasses 
more Americans than ever before, it is about 
to hit Pennsylvania hard. The Pennsylvania 
primary has a lot riding on it: hope of redemp-
tion for Bernie Sanders; hope of a snowball 
effect for Hillary Clinton; continued ignorance 
of Donald Trump’s misogynistic, racist, and 
violent campaign for Donald Trump; contin-
ued desperation for anyone but Trump for Ted 
Cruz; and hope that people know who John Ka-
sich is, for John Kasich. As with the entirety of 
primary season, newscasters and internet com-
menters (both of which have a tendency to be 
surprisingly unreliable) alike are deeming this 
a toss-up, though polls and statisticians like 
Nate Silver seem to have a grasp of reality.

Bernie Sanders and his “revolutionary” 
campaign claim that the past five contests — 
most of which he won with margins of more 

than 30 points — will give him momentum to 
ride through Wisconsin and back into the states 
near his home of Vermont. However, proximity 
to the small, mostly-white, and wealthy state 
seems to have no impact on the polling, which 
shows an overall chance of Hillary Clinton 
winning Pennsylvania at 96%. Without com-
plex statistical models and only depending on 
the polls, Clinton has a 53% chance of winning 
— but even then, Sanders has a huge delegate 
gap to make up, one that a simple birdie and 
a revolution-in-name may not be able to over-
come. Sanders needs to win more than 60% of 
Pennsylvania for him to overcome the more 
than 200 delegate deficit he has; yet Clinton 
is projected to win 66-30 based on statistical 
models. 

On the Republican side, Donald Trump’s 
populist campaign is on the defense as Trump’s 
campaign manager turned himself into custody 
following a battery charge in Florida, a state 
that keeps on creating drama and disappointing 

(and entertaining) America. Trump’s campaign 
team has shown cracks in its armor, with sev-
eral key members defecting. Trump himself 
has continued to behave as he has for the last 
four months, showing no true knowledge of 
foreign policy, how the government works, or 
how to respect women, minorities, and com-
mon sense. Nonetheless, the statistical model at 
FiveThirtyEight shows Donald Trump’s chance 
of winning as 46%, compared to a 27% chance 
for Cruz or Kasich. The polling averages also 
show a double digit lead for Trump, with Ka-
sich coming in second place. What this support 
for Kasich means is that Pennsylvania might be 
one of the few states with a relatively sane pop-
ulation, not blinded by its anger against incom-
petent establishment Republican politicians 
who have used obstructionism and corruption 
to bring Washington DC to a halt.

See PA Primaries, Page 4
 

PA Primaries: Please, Pittsburgh, Prevent Trump
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It’s a well-known fact that Carnegie Mellon 
University is located in Pittsburgh. Nestled 
at the corner of Oakland, Squirrel Hill, and 
Shadyside, our campus is a bus ride away from 
many of the city’s other neighborhoods. How 
often do students really go out, though? And 
even when we do leave campus, are we seeing 
ourselves as part of the Pittsburgh community, 
or are we just seeing Pittsburgh as a platter to 
pluck from?

One Carnegie Mellon student and commu-
nity activist sees other students treating Pitts-
burgh as the latter. “CMU is entrapped in a 
bubble of privilege,” he said, choosing to re-
main anonymous for legal reasons. “The only 
interactions with the pre-existing community 
are through Culinart or FMS, and they’re not 
even supposed to talk to us.”

Nina Barbuto, a Pittsburgh native who ven-
tured out but returned in 2010 as an adjunct 
professor in the School of Architecture and 
founder of Assemble, a non-profit in Garfield, 
has similar views. “CMU students tend to live 
in a bubble. From a design point of view, stu-
dents use Pittsburgh as a laboratory but then 
fail to build lasting relationships because their 
project or reason to leave the bubble is only one 
semester long.”

“Not all students are like this,” Barbuto said, 
“but ask the next person you see where Garfield 
or Friendship or Bloomfield is.”

It’s hard to integrate into a community in 
the four short years that most of us have here. 
But that doesn’t mean that students should ig-
nore the people who live outside of the yellow 
brick walls of campus, and it doesn’t give us the 
right as visitors, as passers-through, as guests 
in Pittsburgh, to treat the city as our personal 
playground.

The University’s presence offers a lot to 
Pittsburgh, from being a major factor in the 
city’s tech boom to charitable donations and 
community service. Members of the Pittsburgh 
Council on Higher Education (which includes 
Carnegie Mellon and the University of Pitts-
burgh, as well as others like Duquesne and 
Chatham) contributed $9 billion to the Pitts-
burgh economy in 2014. There are certainly 
benefits that Carnegie Mellon (and other insti-
tutions) provides for the city.

But it’s important to look at where those 
benefits are going. Startups and larger tech 
companies provide jobs, but most of those go 
to transplanted college students. “It’s like tech 
is king, and everything else is seen as being in 
service to that,” the anonymous student said.

One example of the selective prosperity 
brought, at least partially, by Carnegie Mellon 
is Bakery Square—primarily used by Google. 
Twelve years ago, that land was an industrial 
bakery, pumping out goods for Bake-Line Group, 
and before that, for Nabisco. A public school 
stood where Bakery Square 2.0 is being planned.

While the factory went bankrupt and the Rei-
zenstein School was closed for low enrollment 
and low performance, they were long-standing 
members of the community. Even though the 
Nabisco factory operated far under capacity, it 
provided 350 jobs for locals, jobs that didn’t re-
quire an (expensive) education from CMU.

In their place, luxury shops and upscale 
housing have popped up like mushrooms after 
a (Google-sponsored) rain. Stores like Anthro-
pologie and LA Fitness appeal to the young 
and flush tech workers. A 510 square foot stu-
dio apartment in Walnut Capital’s new Bakery 
Living Orange complex comes in at $1,360, and 
the prices only go up from there.

“All this housing they’re building in East 
Liberty [adjacent to Bakery Square] is very 
unaffordable for most lower to mid-range mid-
dle class folks,” Barbuto said. “Who are they 
building it for? People who get 60k plus right 
out school? Maybe more?”

It’s not just tech, either. Even the many 
restaurants that are popping up and making 
Pittsburgh visible on a national level are often 
located in gentrified or revitalized areas, like 
Lawrenceville. A decade ago in the neighbor-
hood, it would have been unusual to see menu 
items like cashew cheese and nitro coffee, which 
are offered in the newly-opened (and very tasty) 
vegan middle-eastern restaurant B52.

These improvements in themselves are not 
bad. High-paying jobs and fancy fares are won-
derful, and hardly anyone would deny that they 
want them. There is a reason why the city has 
made it on so many “top-ten” lists nationally. 
Like many college students, I’ve enjoyed many 

of the nicer restaurants Pittsburgh has to offer. I 
also know many alumni who took advantage of 
the local jobs and now work in Pittsburgh, both 
for bigger companies like Google and smaller 
startups like Duolingo.

These benefits are one reason why it’s easy 
for CMU students to ignore, willfully or not, 
the changes that we indirectly bring to Pitts-
burgh. “Most majors benefit off of gentrifica-
tion, like business or computer science,” the 
anonymous student said.

The problems arise when the city and 
neighborhood improvements come at the cost 
of the people who used to live in those areas 
and call them home. Rent in Pittsburgh has 
doubled or tripled in recent years, and prop-
erty prices jumped from $40,000 to $120,000 
in Lawrenceville, $68,000 to $140,000 in the 
South Side—one house in East Allegheny was 
sold for $38,000 before being flipped and back 
on the market a year later, listed at $396,000. 
These rising housing prices, and their associ-
ated property taxes, are making it untenable 
for many long-term residents to remain in their 
communities.

And improvements for some don’t mean that 
everyone benefits. While the amount of high-
priced housing keeps going up, there’s been 
fewer housing options for lower-income resi-
dents. Private schools and suburban school dis-
tricts are doing well, or at least better than the 
Pittsburgh Public Schools (PPS), whose high 
schools rank 382nd, 492nd, 521st, and 557th 
out of 592 public high schools in Pennsylvania 
(the remaining two PPS high schools have no 
test results listed). While Bakery Square is a 
bustling center of enterprise, Wilkinsburg, one 
neighborhood over, experienced a shooting just 
a few weeks ago.

“There is a huge contention currently about 
the tale of two cities,” Barbuto said. “Pittsburgh 
is the ‘most livable city’ for some but not for 
all, especially not for the people who have been 
disenfranchised since the 1980s. I would like to 
see how the digital tech boom is creating jobs 
for the people who have lived in the neighbor-
hood all their lives. People want Pittsburgh to 
be cool, but for who?”

Disenfranchisement, not from voting but 
from having a say in decisions about their 
homes, is a real concern to many poorer com-
munities, which are overwhelmingly made up 
of minorities. Most neighborhoods in Pitts-
burgh are heavily segregated, made up of 

“ CMU students tend to live in a bubble . . . 
Ask the next person you see 

where Garfield or Friendship or Bloomfield is ”

A Tale of Two Pittsburghs

“ People want Pittsburgh to be cool, but for who? ”
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mainly whites or mainly non-whites, but with-
out a mix. The areas that see their communities 
changing in ways outside of their control are 
often mostly non-white, although not always. 
The racial factor isn’t lost on the anonymous 
student, who is mixed-race but passes as white.

“People look at me and say I’m not a bad [mi-
nority], I’m not a real [minority]. This gives me 
the benefits of white privilege, and I use that to 
enter into conversations. CMU students don’t 
want to think about racism or gentrification.”

The student lives near Braddock, and has 
worked in the black community for his entire 
time at CMU, and the difference is jarring. “It’s 
like two worlds: I live and work in a majority- 
black neighborhood, and then I come back to 
CMU.” He tries to make sure that the venues he 
visits are integrated into the community, and 
avoids establishments run by white transplants 
in (formerly) majority-black neighborhoods 
without input from the established community.

So how can this divide be bridged? By en-
suring that a rising tide lifts all boats. Barbuto 
hopes to see a more reciprocal relationship be-
tween the universities and people in Pittsburgh, 
one that helps bring in underrepresented and 
minority communities and includes them in 
Pittsburgh’s incoming tide.

“We try to connect [the universities] with 
the future generation,” Barbuto says. Her work 
at Assemble focuses on giving kids access to a 
makerspace and the ability to take. “This way 
kids can be a part of the conversation, especially 
kids who are not traditionally connected to mid-
dle to upper class forms of entrepreneurship.”

“We also hope to help shift what it means to 
be a maker, or at least what a maker looks like 
(insert white guy with glasses).”

The anonymous student has similar ideas, 
especially in regards to opening up educational 
opportunities. “I was lucky, I got into a lottery 
school in [my hometown] and even then it took 
extra initiative.” Busing across town to go to 
a school filled with people who come from a 
very different background is a challenge, but it 
can be made easier by institutions helping out 
by providing transportation, meals, or taking 
schooling to the students.

“My mom cared enough, and said ‘let’s take 
this extra push.’ Not everyone has that.”

Pittsburgh needs to include all of its long-term 
population in its future plans, and not just focus 
on industries propelled by out-of-town college 

students. Universities, and their students, need to 
acknowledge that they’re living in a larger com-
munity, and put some effort into making sure 
that the work they do is beneficial to everyone.

As short-term residents of this city, we have 
a responsibility to recognize that our presence 
isn’t solely a boon. We have a hand in raising 
housing prices, pushing out established com-
munities, and silencing opposition in exchange 
for the newest trendy restaurant or tech hub.

But we can make ourselves welcome guests. 
We can talk with the people who live around us, 
learn about the place we call home for four years 
and the place they’ve called home for decades. 
Interact with the people cleaning your dorm and 
serving your food. Go out and volunteer, and not 
just once a year. Really get to know this place, 
and its people. See not just what you can get out 
of CMU, but out of Pittsburgh as a whole, while 
giving back at the same time.

“ CMU students don’t want to think about racism or gentrification ”

Carnegie Mellon’s campus is in Pittsburgh, but is it truly part of Pittsburgh?
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Going-Ons
AB Special Events Presents:
Pool Movie Screening - Jaws
CUC Pool
Friday, April 1st
9 pm

AB Films Presents:
The Huntsman: Winter’s War
Pre-screening
CUC McConomy
Tuesday, April 5th
8 pm

AB Comedy Presents:
Spring Carnival Comedy Show
Carnival
Thursday, April 14th
Evening

AB Concerts Presents:
Spring Carnival Concert
GRiZ feat. Dan Deacon
Carnival
Friday, April 15th
Evening

Movies
The Revenant
CUC McConomy
Saturday, April 2nd
9:45 pm
Sunday, April 3rd
7:30 pm

Concussion
CUC McConomy
Friday, April 8th
10:30 pm
Sunday, April 10th
8 pm

PA Primaries, from Page 1

Nonetheless, the fact that Donald Trump 
leads brings very real risk to the likelihood of 
him having a strong shot at being the Republi-
can nomination for Presidency, and potentially 
bringing a collapse to the world economy and a 
drought of pride for Americans.

In Pittsburgh, Senator Sanders has visited the 
city to give a stump speech that is beginning to 
sound more hackneyed as the contest goes on; 
akin to Clinton’s hackneyed copying of Sand-
ers’ positions. Clinton will probably follow 
Sanders to the city, which leans democratic, to 
push for the massive 210 delegates that Penn-
sylvania offers. Sanders’ policies, which are 

more protectionist and pro-blue-collar, could 
ring true with those still living in Pittsburgh’s 
history. Clinton’s policies, which are rooted in 
realism about trade and technological progress, 
could appeal to the new Pittsburgh, including 
to the support community for universities in 
the area. Nonetheless, the majority of college 
students are bound to support Sanders in line 
with the rest of the nation, given that Sanders’ 
policies have selling points that appeal to the 
youth: legalization of marijuana, free college 
tuition, and free healthcare (at the expense of 
tax increases and political dreams ignorant of 
the Congressional gridlock and Republican 
majorities in the House and the Senate, at least 
one of which is most likely to stay red).

Ultimately, this primary and presidential 
election season are of historic importance. For 
Republicans, it is a choice between two sexist, 
racist homophobes (Trump and Cruz) and a 
man who is just a sexist (Kasich), but still bet-
ter than what was expected of Republican pol-
iticians. For Democrats, it is a choice between 
realism and optimism; between incremental 
change or purported revolution; between a 
progressive who can appeal to the masses or a 
progressive who hopes to appeal to the masses; 
and between two candidates who will nonethe-
less make history by being either the first wom-
an or first Jewish president. America is the preci-
pice of history, and Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania 
must make sure they are on the right side of it.

Not Trump: This Can’t Be a Hard Choice


